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An introduction to the Impossible Five.

For many people, visiting game reserves is all about ticking off the

Big Five. But what about those animals you’ve got almost zero

chance of seeing? Justin Fox drew up a list of South Africa’s five
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most elusive mammals … and set off to find the Cape mountain

leopard, aardvark, pangolin, white lion and riverine rabbit. The

result of his adventures is a recently published book, The

Impossible Five, and Justin gives us some insights into his search

in this gallery of the five elusive creatures. Click NEXT to begin.

About the author

Justin Fox is a Cape Town-based travel

writer, novelist, and editor. Justin was a

Rhodes Scholar and holds a PhD in

English from Oxford University.  He was

a research fellow at the University of

Cape Town after his doctorate, where he

still teaches part time. Justin’s articles

and photographs have appeared

internationally in a number of award-winning publications and his short

stories and poems have appeared in multiple anthologies.

Justin is the author of many travel books including Cape Town Calling, The

Marginal Safari, which was nominated for the 2011 Alan Paton Award for non-

fiction and the 2012 Olive Schreiner Prize for Literature. His debut novel

Whoever Fears the Sea is now available.

 

Buy the THE IMPOSSIBLE FIVE on Amazon.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Impossible-Five-Africas-elusive-mammals-ebook/dp/B00XM8L0HY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1437141138&sr=8-1&keywords=impossible+five+justin+fox
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Impossible-Five-Africas-elusive-mammals-ebook/dp/B00XM8L0HY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1437141138&sr=8-1&keywords=impossible+five+justin+fox
http://www.amazon.com/Impossible-Five-Africas-elusive-mammals-ebook/dp/B00XM8L0HY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1440676140&sr=8-1&keywords=the+impossible+five
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Picture 8 of 8

A very rare bunny. Image ©Eric Herrmann

My last creature was Africa’s only true rabbit. It’s actually of

European origin (they emigrated 12 million years ago). As the
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Karoo environment they ended up in is rocky and arid, riverine

rabbits stick to watercourses where they can burrow in the soft

sand to make their homes. Due to habitat loss and various threats,

there may be as few as 250 breeding pairs left, making them the

most endangered mammal in Africa and the 13th most endangered

on earth.

    I’d been advised to try my luck at Sanbona Reserve in the

Western Cape. Assistant wildlife manager Keir Lynch promised to

‘find me a rabbit’. Each night we set off in an open Land Cruiser. I

swept the bush on our left with a spotlight, Keir took the right. We

drove at tortoise pace, searching for movement or the tell-tale

orange flash of their eyes.

   After fruitless nights, I’d all but given up. Then, nosing the

vehicle into a gulley, Keir drew us to a halt and switched off the

engine. ‘And here on my right, folks, we have the riverine rabbit,’

he said softly.

   There it sat, about ten metres from the vehicle, a twitching bunny

caught in our spotlight beams. Once I’d got over my surprise, and

the vague disappointment that it looked a bit like any bunny one

has ever seen, I began to note the distinctive features. It had

enormous, elongated ears, each eye had a white ring and there was

a black stripe extending just below the mouth almost to the ears,

giving it a wide, if uncertain, smile.

   The creature took a few hops, turned to look at us, and then

disappeared into the shrubbery beside the road. The stars were

singing in their icy firmament and we had grins as wide as the

rabbits’ as we drove home.



◄ Back Next ►
Picture 2 of 8

The unspotted Cape mountain leopard. Image ©Cape Leopard Trust
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Scientist Quinton Martins began looking for these legendary cats

in the Cederberg Mountains in 2003. His passion grew into a

masters then doctoral thesis. He poured all his time and money

into the project. It was nine months before he glimpsed his first

leopard and over a year before he captured and collared one.

    I joined Quinton in the Cederberg to try and find a Cape leopard

for myself. We set wire-and-footplate snares and checked them

every few hours. We also tried to find his collared leopards using

telemetry (it’s not as easy as you think).

    As we hunted, Quinton talked a lot about the Cape Leopard

Trust which he’d founded. He felt that leopards were being killed

or relocated unnecessarily. If you eliminated a ‘problem animal’,

other leopards simply moved in to contest for its vacant range, and

this could cause even more trouble.

  That’s when the idea of a predator conservation trust came about.

Fundraisers were held and money started coming in. Solutions to

human-wildlife conflict are being sought through rigorous

scientific research, empowering farmers and local communities,

encouraging eco-tourism and running education programmes.

  On my last day in the mountains, we embarked on a concerted

hunt for Spot, a female that frequented the area around Driehoek.

Driving up Uilsgat Kloof, we picked up a strong telemetry signal.

Just then, we saw two black eagles dive bombing something.  ‘It’s

got to be Spot!’ cried Quinton, snatching his binoculars. ‘There, on

that big boulder, she’s cowering.’  I grabbed my binoculars and

trained them in the direction he was pointing. Nothing. Or

perhaps a glimpse of movement? I stared intently, willing the

leopard to show itself. Had I seen something? Perhaps not.

  As I drove out of the berg that afternoon, I thought about my

almost, half, maybe sighting. Did it really matter that I hadn’t



actually seen Spot? The fact that she was there, a wild big cat

within two hours of a major city, was remarkable in itself. It was

like ecological money in the bank. Just knowing Spot was there,

was enough. 
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The walking termite mound. Image ©Marco-Tonoli

The next creature on my list was the aardvark. It was suggested

that my best chance to see one might be at Tswalu in the Northern
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Cape. This is an huge reserve set in a beautiful Kalahari landscape

of red dunes, purple mountains and undulating grasslands. I

booked in for a few days of aardvark searching in the lap of safari

luxury.

    I had the exclusive attention of guide Jolyon Neytzell-de-Wilde

and tracker William Gatsene, both accomplished bush men. The

great by-product of searching for aardvark at Tswalu was all the

game sightings along the way: inquisitive buffalo, gemsbok,

tsessebe and pale giraffes that looked as though they’d been

dipped in Jik.

    On the second night, we struck gold. Driving down a sand track,

William lifted his hand for us to halt. His spotlight picked out two

big ears above the long grass about 40 metres to our left.

    Without saying anything, Jolyon and I climbed off the vehicle.

My guide carried a powerful torch with a red filter, which does not

disturb the animal as much as a bright, white beam. He edged

forward. When we got within 25 metres Jolyon switched on his

torch. The animal was out in the open and lifted its head to stare

directly at us. It looked like a termite mound on legs. A hunched

stance, piggy-like body, enormous ears and a ridiculously long

snout like a nozzle.

    I was smitten. It was one of the most adorable creatures I’d ever

seen. Not exactly pretty, but its quirkiness was its beauty. We

followed for a while, but there was no way we could keep up as it

trotted off with a shambling gait. Animal number two was in the

bag. 



◄ Back Next ►
Picture 6 of 8

A very pale cat. Image ©Simon Vegter

    There’s a recessive white gene among some of the lion prides in

South Africa that every now and then throws out a white specimen.
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The cubs often don’t survive, as they stand out a mile and are

greatly disadvantaged in the hunting stakes.

    I’d been told that my best chance of seeing one was at Tsau

Reserve near Hoedspruit, run by Linda Tucker. I did a bit of

reading about Linda and her Global White Lion Trust. This

intrepid former model had created a private reserve on the border

of the Timbavati where she has rescued white lions, some from

canned hunting farms, with the intention of reintroducing them

into the wild.

    Low clouds rolled in, and the air was stifling as we drove through

the lowveld bush. The occasional thunderous rumble intensified

the atmosphere. I was all a-jitter.

    ‘Over there!’ said Linda.

    The two, snow-white lads were lying in the road, sound asleep.

We sidled up and parked within ten metres of the beauties. And,

oh my goodness, they were beautiful.

    ‘These are Zukhara and Matsieng,’ said Linda. ‘The latter is a

name created by Credo Mutwa and means “Orion” in Zulu. These

are the grandsons of Marah, the first two to be born on our land

and fully integrated into the environment.’ 

 



◄ Back Next ►
Picture 5 of 8

The walking artichoke. Image ©Christian Boix

Next up, the totally impossible pangolin. There’s an enormous

hunting ranch near Upington called Kalahari Oryx where a young

scientist was researching pangolins. A barefoot Darren Pietersen

met me in the driveway. I was to spend the coming days with his
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family at their home (Darren’s father was manager of the ranch).

    After dinner, Darren and I set out. He had six pangolins fitted

with transmitters and it should have been relatively easy to track

them down. As he drove, we talked about his pangolins. Darren

thought there were about 60 on the ranch, but quite a number had

been killed by electric fences. Other than man, this is the only

other real threat to pangolins. When they get shocked they

automatically roll into a ball for self-defence, often around the

electrified wire, which repeatedly shocks them.

    We stopped on the crests of dunes to check the telemetry. When

Darren picked up a strong signal, we continued on foot. We came

to a burrow and he pointed the Yagi antenna at the ground. The

pangolin was down there, just below our feet. ‘Very strange,’ said

Darren. ‘It’s already ten o’ clock and he hasn’t emerged yet.’

    We proceeded to another burrow, then another. All the

pangolins were home, soundly asleep. We returned after midnight,

only to find them still in their burrows. Darren looked perplexed.

‘This doesn’t normally happen. Maybe they heard you were

coming.’

    The next night we were back. Again the likely candidates were

snug underground. I’d almost given up hope when we came to

Tokman’s burrow. Darren directed his torch at a clump of grass …

and there it was. Like a prehistoric beetle, it waddled across our

path, a scraping sound coming from its scales. Tokman was a

mature male. He emitted a low purring, almost like an elephant’s

rumble. Tokman looked for all the world like a cross between a

pinecone and a sausage dog. I was elated; Darren looked visibly

relieved.
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About the photographer

Will Burrard-Lucas is a wildlife

photographer and founder of

Camtraptions. You can learn ten simple

tricks that will have an instant positive

impact on your wildlife photography in his

free ebook. You can also watch his amusing

behind-the-scenes meerkat video here.

Sorry, the browser you are using is not currently supported. Disqus actively supports
the following browsers:

http://www.burrard-lucas.com/
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Pumbaa ultimately made up for his extremely poor looks with a vibrant sense of humour and a

"Hakuna Matata" attitude. Fortunately The Lion King producers spotted this at a Serengeti mud

hole and gave Pumbaa the chance of a lifetime starring alongside Timon. They have been best
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The future star of The Lion King, Timon, peers out at the world from his family burrow. ©Will

Burrard Lucas
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Today, even though he is a famous film star, Timon remains humble and regularly performs

lookout duty for his extensive meerkat family. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Timon's co-star Pumbaa may have been ridiculed for his strange looks later in life, but when he

was a young warthog he was really rather cute. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Timon was quite a needy young meerkat - on his first ventures out into the world he would

often seek the protection of his loving mom. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Pumbaa's vulgar looks meant he struggled to find friends. This led Pumbaa down a path of

depression, aggravated by the discovery that the one friend he thought he had left, an egret,

was actually using him to feed on his ticks. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Pumbaa and his brother were very close to their mom - that is until she was ripped limb from

limb by a lion named Scar (The Lion King writers named the character of Simba's evil brother

after the warthog murderer). ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Being identical quadruplets, Timon's siblings would turn out to be ideal stunt doubles for Timon

during filming of The Lion King. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Pumbaa was less successful in launching a film career. His unappealing looks meant many casting

agents turned him away - not even regular spa treatments could help. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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Timon began his film career early and, under the direction of photographer Will Burrard Lucas,

was able to launch into a film career that climaxed with his Oscar winning performance in The

Lion King. ©Will Burrard Lucas
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